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CHAPTER 8 

The Stoics on fallacies of equivocation 

Susanne Bobzien 

The Stoics extensively discussed logical paradoxes and fallacies, both of 
which they would call sophisms ( oocp{op.aTO:). They wrote numerous books 
on the paradoxes of the Liar and the Sorites, which today - again - are 
the subject of extensive research; they investigated a number of paradoxes 
and fallacies that are based on puzzles connected with demonstratives, 
identity, presuppositions and ambiguities, and there are still many questions 
unanswered about their treatment of each of these. In this paper I take up 
the Stoic treatment of sophisms or fallacies which contain ambiguities, 
more precisely which contain an ambiguous word which is responsible 
for there being a fallacy. In modern terms, these are lexical, as opposed 
to grammatical or structural, ambiguities, and this kind of fallacy is often 
called 'fallacy of equivocation', 1 although we cannot assume that the Stoic 
understanding of such ambiguities fully coincides with any modern ones. 
The Peripatetics called such fallacies fallacies of homonymy, and the Stoics 
are likely to have called them fallacies of homonymy in single words. 2 

The Stoic discussion of this type of fallacies has been written upon with 
fruitful results by several scholars, but the precise nature of the Stoic view 
is still a matter of debate. In this paper, I try to sort out the difficulties for 
an interpretation of the Stoic treatment of such fallacies based on lexical 
ambiguities, compare it with Aristotle's treatment of this type of sophisms, 
and explore what we can learn from it about Stoic theory of logic and 
language. 

I THE EVIDENCE 

The central text for the Stoic treatment of fallacies of homonymy is a 
passage from Simplicius' Commentary on Aristotle's Categories. As there are 

1 Contrasted with 'fallacy of amphiboly' as a name for fallacies of syntactic ambiguity. Hence the tide of 
this paper. The modern names ultimately go back to Aristotle's distinction in the Sophistical Refutations 
between napal\oyt<YilOS napa Ti)v OllWVVIliav and napal\oytcrllOS napa Ti)v allcptj3ol\iav. 

' Cf. Simp!. Cat. 24.5-6; Galen, De Soph. 13.4-6 (ev Tois anl\ois), see also Arise. SE ch. 19. 
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several ways of translating the text which correspond to several different 
interpretations, and since to find the best interpretation of the text is one 
of the goals of this paper, I will refrain from giving a translation here, but 
rather present the Greek text together with an English paraphrase which 
leaves open most of the interpretative problems. AB the ambiguous word on 
which the fallacy turns ( av8peios) has no ambiguous equivalent in English,3 

in order to preserve the ambiguity, I will list its two meanings thus: {for 
men/ manly}. The reader is then asked to imagine that this is one word 
which has those two meanings. 

(I) oto Kal ev Tois Trap' 6~o~c.vvv~o~iav crvt.t.oytcr~o~ois T]crvxa~etv oi otaf.eKTtKol 
1TapaKEAEVOVTat, (2) EC.VS av en' &At.o O'T]IJa!VOIJEVOV 6 epc.vTc7:>V IJETay6:yn 
TO ovo~o~a. (3) oTov, el TIS epc.vT<;i ei 6 XITWV O:vopeios, ei TVXOI O:vopeios 
wv, crvyxc.vpT]O'OIJEea. (4) Kav epc.vTi)crn ei 6 O:vopeios EVI.j)VXOS, Kal TO(ho 
crvyxc.vpT]O'OIJEea, CxAT]Ses yap. (5) ei OE crvvay6:yn C>TI 6 xnwv &pa EVI.j)VXOS, 
(6) eVTavea TTJV 6~o~c.vvv~o~iav TOV O:vopeiov OtaO'TEJAacrSat (?) Kal oei~al [TTJV 
O:vopeiav f]yovv TTJV EVI.j)Vxiav] ClTI &t.t.c.vs IJEV err\ TOV xnwvos, &At.c.vs OE err\ 
ToO TTJV O:vopeiav exoVTos f.EyETat. (Simp!. Cat. 24.9-2I) 

(I) This is why the logicians advise <us> to be silent in the case of syllogisms based 
on a homonymy. (2) In such syllogisms, at some point the questioner transfers 
the ambiguous word to another signification. (3) For example, if someone asks 
whether the garment is {manly/for men}, if it happens to be {manly/for men}, 
we will concede this. (4) And if he asks whether being {manly/for men} is being 
courageous, we will concede this, too, for it is true. (5) But if he infers that the 
garment is therefore courageous, (6) <they advise us> to separate the homonymy 
of the word' {manly/for men}' (7) and show [manliness, that is courage] that it is 
said or intended in one way in the case of the garment, in another in the case of 
the one who has manliness. 

This passage has given rise not only to a number of different interpreta
tions, but also to some puzzlement. In order to be able to produce a fully 
satisfactory interpretation and dissolve the difficulties, I start with a brief 
set of comments on the text, before looking at the philosophical issues it 
involves. The context of the passage is Simplicius' commentary on Aristo
tle's definition of homonymy at Categories rar-2. The problem Simplicius 
discusses is why, if the topic of the Categories is meaningful speech, not 
things, Aristotle talks about things which share a name (homonyms) rather 

l Common devices to get around this difficulty are substituting the Greek example by a suitable English 
ambiguous word with a different meaning, or choosing for each occurrence the meaning that is {most 
likely to be) intended by speaker or listener. Either practice prevents us from an adequate analysis 
of the text, hence I introduce my - admittedly - awkward nomenclature. (Atherton 1993: 42o-1, 
leaves the word av5peios untranslated; Long and Sedley 1987: I, 228-9, translate 6:v5peios by 'manly' 
throughout, presumably in the hope that it is close enough to its second meaning 'for men'.) 
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than, as one would expect, expressions with a multiplicity of significations 
(homonymies). The 'logicians' are somehow invoked to testify that it is pri
marily things, and not words, that generate homonymies.4 Of course we 
have no reason to assume that this was the original purpose of the Stoic 
argumentation reported by Simplicius.5 

(1) ev Tois Tiap' 6!-IC.UVVI-Iiav ovf..f..oytcr1-1ois i)crvxa~etv oi 5taAEKTtKoi 
1TapaKEAEVOVTat: 
• oi 5taAEKT!Koi: 'the logicians', 'the dialecticians': Simplicius simply 

calls the philosophers at issue logicians (or dialecticians). However, 
there can be little doubt that these logicians were Stoics.6 The ter
minology is Stoic, the method suggested for dealing with the fallacy 
seems to be Stoic, and most importantly, the example of a simple 
homonymy we get, that 6:v5peios can be said of a shirt and of a man 
in different meanings, is exactly the one we obtain in Galen's list of 
Stoic ambiguities. 

• 0!-IC.UVVI-Iia: 'homonymy': homonomies are the second and third types 
of ambiguities in Galen's list of Stoic types of ambiguities (Gal. De 
Soph. 13.4-7 Gabler, 22 Ebbesen). At issue in our passage is 'homon
omy in single words', 7 a class in which fall terms that are homonymous 
in isolation. 

• crvAAoytcrl-loi: 'syllogisms': it is odd that Simplicius (or his source) 
calls these fallacies syllogisms. For syllogisms are, for Aristotle and the 
Peripatetics as well as for the Stoics, valid arguments, whereas validity 
should at least be doubtful in the case of fallacies. There is of course 
the possibility that the Stoics considered fallacies of equivocation as 
valid but unsound syllogisms.8 More likely, crvAAoytcrl-loi is not part 
of the excerpt from the Stoics, but Simplicius' doing. Perhaps this is 
just carelessness on the part of Simplicius, writing 'syllogism' instead 
of 'sophism' .9 

4 Simplicius may here confound, to his advantage, the common Stoic use of 1Tpayl!crra for things 
signified (roughly meanings) with the Aristotelian and early Peripatetic use of 1TpCxyllaTa for things. 

5 As rightly pointed out by Atherton 1993: 420 n.14. 
6 So also shown by Atherton 1993: 421-2. 
7 For the Stoic distinction between homonymy in single words (or 'in simples', OI!WVVI!ia ev Tois 

cm;\ois) and homonymy in compounds (61-'WVVI'ia ev Tois crvv6hms} see Galen, De Soph. 13.4-6 
and Atherton 1993: 273-7. 

8 There is a Stoic classification that allows for fallacies that are in fact valid (D.L. 7.44, cf. also S.E. 
P.H. 2.229); but I doubt that the one at issue here belongs in that class. 

9 It is possible that- when disregarding the possibility of ambiguity- the Peripatetics considered the 
linguistic form of the fallacy as a valid form of syllogistic (in a wider sense). Alternatively, 'syllogism' 
could have been used in the sense of apparent syllogism by Simplicius. For Aristotle writes, at SE 
171b18-19: &crre 8 Te 1Tepi Twvoe <pa1V611evos crv;\;\oytcr116s eptcrrtK6s ;\oyos. 
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• TIO:pCXKEAevovTa:l: 'they recommend', 'they prescribe' 'they advise': 
this choice of term, that the logicians recommend a particular strategy, 
shows that we are in the context of dialectical discourse. Advice is given 
how to 'play' the dialectical 'game'. So, strictly, this passage does not 
tell us how the Stoics produce a solution (AVO'l$) in the case offallacies 
of homonymy, although from their recommendation we will be able 
to venture a good guess what such a solution would have looked like. 

• ijO"vxal;etv: 'keep quiet', 'fall silent': what exactly is meant by this 
expression in this sentence and what its scope is, are matters of con
troversy. I discuss these questions below in section 7· 

(2) EGOS &v en &AAo O''llJ..Ia:tv6J..1evov 6 epGOT&'w J..IETa:yayn To ovoJ..Ia: 
• EGOS: There are three ways of reading this conjunctive expression, and 

they each lead to different kinds of interpretation of the text: we can 
either read it as meaning 'until', or as 'while' I 'at the point when', or 
as 'as long as'. More is said on this in section 7· 

• O''llJ..IO:lVOJ..IEVov: 'that which is signified', 'signification', 'meaning': this 
could be Stoic terminology, in which case it refers to what they called 
'sayables' (AEKTa), in this case a predicate, which is an incomplete 
sayable (D.L. 7.63). Alternatively, O''llJ..IO:lVOJ..IEVOV simply refers to 'that 
which is signified', in a philosophically neutral sense, as used by logi
cians in the second century AD and later, including Peripatetics. (There 
is an ongoing debate in particular regarding Aristotelian philosophy, 
whether words like O''llJ..IO:lVOJ..IEVov may ever be translated as meaning. 
Since it is natural in the context of ambiguity of expressions to talk 
about the several meanings of a term, and since the Stoic sayables can 
in a wide sense be considered as meanings, I will talk about the two 
meanings of an expression, etc. No particular technical slant should 
be attached to my use of the word 'meaning', though.) 

• 6 EpGOTWV: 'the questioner': this expression again shows that a dialec
tical discourse is at issue. It involves a questioner and an answerer; 
the former tries to make the latter contradict himself, or get him into 
logical trouble otherwise.10 

• J..IETa:yayn: 'transfers': some manuscripts have J..IETayn instead of 
J..IETa:yayn. Which reading is preferable depends on the overall inter
pretation of the passage one chooses. (See below section 7.) Kv has 
eTia:yayn, which makes less sense. 

10 See e.g. Smith 1997, the introduction, for a good discussion of dialectical discourse and dialectical 
games. 
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• The exact meaning of the whole clause (2) can only be given later. But 
a translation such as 'the questioner transfers the word to a different 
meaning' will prove adequate. In any event, we can infer from (2) that 
the Stoics held that one word can have more than one signification or 
meaning, and that users of the word can - somehow- transfer such 
a word from one of its meanings to another. 

(3) oTov, e'i TIS epc.vT<?; ei 6 xnwv 6:v8peios, ei TVXOl 6:v8peios wv, 
avyxc.vpT)<YOJ.Ieea 
• oTov: 'for example': this phrase introduces an example of a fallacy of 

homonymy, and how the Stoics advise us to deal with it. 
• Et TIS epc.vT9;: 'if someone asks': again, this shows the dialectical 

context . 
• 6 xnwv 6:v8peios: this is the first premiss of the fallacy, if in question 

form, though there is in this case in fact no difference in the Greek. 
We also obtain the first meaning of the ambiguous word 6:v8peios, 
namely 'for men', 'of a man', as used e.g. of clothes. 

• avyxc.vpT)<YOJ.IE6a: 'we will agree', 'we will assent', 'we will concede': 
the person questioned is asked to 'concede' the premiss. avyxc.vpeiv is 
commonly used to describe public, verbal, explicit, assent to a premiss 
or conclusion, in a dialectical discourse, and more generally. II I believe 
that is the meaning it has in this passage. 

(4) Kav epC.VTtlO'TI Ei 6 6:v8peios e(/l.pvxos, Kai To(ho avyxc.vpT)<YOJ.IE6a, 
6:f..T)61:s yc'xp. 
• Kav: 'and if': this conjunction introduces the 'asking' of the second 

premiss. 
• EpC.VTtlO'T): 'he asks': again, the terminology is that of the dialectical 

game. 
• 6 6:v8peios EV\j-'vxos: this is the second premiss of the fallacy, and also 

brings in the second meaning of the ambiguous word 6:v8peios, viz. 
'manly', as in 'brave'. 

(5) Ei 81: avvayc'xyn chi 6 xnwv &pa EV\j-'VXOS 
• ei 81:: 'but if': this phrase introduces the conclusion, and its being 

drawn by the questioner. 
• avvayc'xyn: 'he infers': avvc'xye1v is a common Stoic term for drawing 

the conclusion of an argument, 12 but is also used quite generally in 
ancient logic. 13 

11 For passages see below note 62. 12 E.g. S.E. P.H. 2.228, 229; D.L. 7.78. 
'J Alex. AnPr. 2.1, 19.8, 21.28, 22.6, etc.; cf. Arist. Rhet. 1357a8, 1395b25, Met. 1042a3. 
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• 6 XITWV &pa EV'f'vxos: This is the conclusion of the fallacy, &pa being 
the particle used by the Stoics, and again by ancient philosophers 
generally, to indicate that a sentence or a proposition is the conclusion 
of an argument. 

(6) eVTcx06a TTJV OJ.!.C.VVVJ.J.iav TOV 6:v8pEiov 8tacneit.acr6at 
• evTcx06a: we can assume either a temporal meaning here, 'at the very 

time', 'at this point', 'then', indicating the time at which the fallacious 
character and elements of the- apparent- argument are meant to be 
uncovered; or something like 'at this point in the argument'. 

• TTJV OJ.!.C.VVVJ.J.iav TOV 6:v8pEiov 8tacneif.acr6at: 'one must separate the 
homonymy of" {manly/for men}'" (i.e. distinguish the two mean
ings of the word): 8taCJTEiAacr6at is used elsewhere to indicate the 
revealing of the ambiguity of a term. 14 

(?) Kai 8eisat [TTJV 6:v8peiav flyovv TTJV EVIf.IVXiav] em OAAC.VS J.!.EV E1Ti 
TOV X!Twvos, &t.t.ws 81: eTii ToO TTJV 6:v8peiav EXOVTOS MyETat. 
• Kai 8eisat: I assume this here simply means show (as opposed to 

prove in a strict sense); the respondent is meant to show up the 
double meaning at this point. 

• [Ti]v 6:v8pEiav flyovv TTJV EVIf.IVXiav]: '[manliness, that is, courage]': 
this has been excised by some editors, and indeed it seems somewhat 
superfluous and out of place; it could have been a marginal note 
that found its way into the text. Possibly the author of the phrase 
thought he had better point out that manliness is the same as (or 
implies) courage, in case this wasn't clear from the fact that being 
manly implies being courageous. 

• em &t.t.c.vs J.!.EV eTii ToO XITWVOS, &t.t.ws 81: ETii ToO TTJV 6:v8peiav 
EXOVTOS AEYETat: 'that it is said/intended in one way in the case of 
the garment, in another in the case of the one who has manliness': 
this clause can be taken in two ways, at two levels of generality; see 
below, section 4· 

2 THE FALLACY 

The- or some- Stoics defined ambiguity (6:J.J.q>tl3of.ia) as 'an expression 
that signifies two or more things in its common linguistic use and in its 
proper senses and in the same linguistic idiom, so that the several things are 

'4 Cf. S.E. P.H. 2.256-57 hrl TfiS Btao-ro/.fis Twv 6:!lqnJ3o!.t&v; Btao-reAAavllevovs 6:1lcptJ3o!.ias; i) 
Btao-ro/.1') ... Note also that Btao-reAAoo was used for the separation of words by punctuation. Such 
separation is essential for solving structural ambiguities, such as those the Stoics called homonomy 
of compounds. 
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understood simultaneously in this expression'. 15 Homonymy ( OIJWVV!Jicx) 
is a species of ambiguity, and homonymy in single words (ev Tois cmi\ois) 
is one of two kinds of homonymy. 16 Ideally, the ambiguous expression 
on which the fallacious character of a fallacy of equivocation is grounded 
should satisfy the Stoic definition of ambiguity. In our fallacy, the Greek 
word av8peio<;, with its two meanings 'for men' and 'manly' appears to do 
so at least when it is considered in isolation. The word has both meanings 
in its common linguistic use, i.e. neither is a technical or otherwise unusual 
expression; in its proper senses, i.e. not metaphorically; and in the same 
linguistic idiom; and it has the meanings at the same time. Moreover, Galen 
presents it as paradigm for Stoics ambiguities in single words. 17 

The Simplicius text allows us to reconstruct the fallacy with some 
certainty: 

(1) 6 XJTwv 6:v6pelos. 
6 '0 6:v6pelos, EV\jlvxos. 
6 XJTWV &pa EV\jJVXOS. 

This fallacy (as the majority of Greek fallacies) cannot be straightforwardly 
translated into English without losing its sophistic character. In order to 
retain it, instead of translating the ambiguous expressions, I will list their 
two meanings, as indicated in section I, thus: {for men/ manly}, and invite 
the reader to imagine that this is one word which has those two meanings. 

The garment is {for men/manly}. 
But {what/who} is {for men/manly} is courageous. 
Therefore, the garment is courageous. 

This triplet of sentences is indeed a fallacy, since what seem to be the 
premisses appear to be true and to entail the conclusion, which in turn 
is clearly false. The fallacy does not have the form of a Stoic syllogism. I 
here speak of the linguistic form of the fallacy, i.e. the three grammatical 
sentences, and disregard any ambiguities in expressions. 18 We would get a 
fallacy with a linguistic form the Stoics may have accepted as that of a valid 
argument by making slight changes:1

9 

ll D.L. 7.62, AE~IS SUo i\ Kai 1TAe!ova 1TpayllaTa 0'111-laivovcra AEKTIKOOS Kai KVpiws Kal Ka-ra -ro 
aV-ro E6os, oocr6' cXIlO TCx 1TAEiova Mie~acr6m KaTa Talhf)V -rf)v AE~IV. For an in-depth discussion 
of this definition see Atherton 1993: 135-72. My understanding of the definition owes much to 
Atherton. 

16 Galen, De Soph. 13.4-7, see above, note 6. 17 Gal. De Soph. 13.4-5 Gabler, 22 Ebbesen. 
18 Although in the Stoic view syllogisms are not linguistic items (see section 3), we recognise their form 

in the way they are expressed in language; for this to be possible, the Stoics introduced various kinds 
of language regulations. 

'9 See Atherton 1993: 420, n.15 for a different suggestion. 
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(2a) 6 XITWV av8peios. 
el Ti av8peiov, EKEivo EV'f'VXOV. 
6 XJTWV &pa EV'f'vxos. 

The garment is {for men/manly}. 
If something is {for men/ manly}, it is 

courageous. 
Therefore, the garment is courageous. 

or (2b) 6 XJTWV av8peios. 
e'i Tis av8peios, EKEivos EV'f'VXOS. 
6 XJTWV &pa EV'f'VXOS. 

The garment is {for men/manly}. 
If someone is {for men/ manly}, 

that one is courageous 
Therefore, the garment is courageous. 

Or, with the more common order of the sentences that express the 
premisses:20 

el Ti O:v8peiov, eKeivo EV'f'VXOV. or 
6 8e XJTWV av8peios. 
6 XJTWV &pa EV'f'vxos. 

If something is {for men/ manly}, 
it is courageous. 

The garment is {for men/manly}. 
Therefore, the garment is courageous. 

El TiS av8peios, EKEivos EV'f'VXOS. 
6 8e XITWV av8peios. 
6 XJTWV &pa EV'f'vxos. 

If someone is {for men/ manly}, 
that one is courageous. 

The garment is {for men/manly}. 
Therefore, the garment is courageous. 

This still does not have the exact form of a Stoic indemonstrable argument, 21 

but there is some evidence that arguments of this form (not fallacies, of 
course) were accepted by the Stoics as valid.22 The fallacy can be seen as 
an abbreviating reformulation of this argument which would retain the 
validity. 23 We can see why the fallacy was presented as (1) rather than any of 
the versions of (2). For in the case of (2), a decision has to be made whether 
to use (2a) 'something' (Tl), etc., or (2b) 'someone' (Tis), etc. But (2b) would 
be understood by a Greek speaker as being clearly about persons, and thus 
the lack of connection with the first (simple) premiss would be too obvious; 

2° For the Stoics, the order of the premisses did not matter for whether something is a syllogism, and 
presumably a valid argument, see Bobzien 1996: 181 (premiss permutation) together with 136 and 
152. Nonetheless, customarily the simple premiss would not be placed first in a syllogism. 

21 For the Stoic indemonstrables see D.L. 7.79-81, S.E. P.H. 2.157-8, and Bobzien 1996: 134-41. 
22 Cf. Augustine Dial. m.84-6 (Pinborg) for an example; see also Cic. Fat. n-15. For Stoic indefinite 

conditionals see S.E. M. n.8, ro, n; D.L. 7·75 and Bobzien 1999: 155-6. 
23 See Alex. Top. 8.2o-2 for a Stoic example formulated as '{What/who} is F, is G' (6 ava1Tvewv l;ii). 

With manipulation in one direction, the fallacy thus rakes on the form of a Stoic valid argument; 
with slight modification in another direction, it takes on a form considered valid by the Peripatetics: 

This garment is {for men/manly}. This garment is {for men/manly}. 
What is {for men/manly} is courageous. All things {for men/manly} are courageous. 
Therefore, this garment is courageous. Therefore, this garment is courageous. 

This fact is $RGorostiA!f,insofar as it shows that the fallacy could have been used and been of interest 
to both philosophical schools, see also section 6 below. (Interestingly, Alexander in the .Topics passage 
just quoted distinguishes between 6 CxV01TVEWV /;1\ and the Peripatetic 1TOS 6 avanvewv /;1\.) 
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whereas in the case (2a), the sentence would sound somewhat funny, since 
e(hpvxos and av5pelos, which would then have the neuter form e(h.Jlvxov 
and av5pelov (in the required meaning of'manly'), really make sense only 
for persons. 

By contrast, the formulation in the text, i.e. (I), '{What/who} is {for 
men/manly} is courageous' (6 av5pelos, EV\flvxos) is on the one hand a 
generally accepted 'synonymous' linguistic variant of the sense-making 'If 
someone is {for men/manly}, that one is courageous' (e! TiS av5pelos, 
EKeivos EV\flvxos); and on the other, on superficial reading, seems to pick 
up the 6 ('the') from 6 xnwv ('the garment') in the first premiss, so that 
there is at least an apparent connection between the premisses. It becomes 
clear here that it is essential for the fallacy to work smoothly that the word 
for a garment chosen is masculine. In this way the whole argument goes 
through with the masculine forms, and its deceptive nature is harder to pin 
down. Of course, the main element which makes the argument fallacious 
is the ambiguous word '{for men/manly}'. But as most good fallacies, 
this one, too, employs more than one device to trick the listener. Sometimes 
they are cooperative in producing the illusion of soundness or validity, as 
in this case; sometimes they seem to be introduced into the sophism to 
distract us from the main fallacious element; and the function of some 
elements of deception can be interpreted either way. 

3 WHAT SORT OF THING THE STOICS THOUGHT A FALLACY 
OF HOMONYMY IS 

For the Stoics, an argument is a compound of premisses and conclu
sion. Premisses and conclusion are assertibles or propositions (a~tW!JaTa), 
and as such incorporeal entities.24 They are things signified (or significa
tions, <YT]!JaiVOIJEVa). Premisses and conclusion are expressed in meaningful 
sentences. Thus, we may assume that the three sentences 

'If it is day, it is light', 'It is day' and 'It is light' 
express the three assertibles or propositions 

IF IT IS DAY, IT IS LIGHT, IT IS DAY and IT IS LIGHT. 
When such sentences are meant to express an argument (a compound 
of premisses and conclusion) the Stoics usually indicate this further by 
particles as follows 

24 They have, however, in principle the ability to change their truth-value and modal properties over 
time. See Bobzien 1999: 93-6, II7. 
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'If it is day, it is light', 'But it is day', 'Therefore, it is light.ifThese 
sentences, taken together, express a Stoic first indemonstrable sy ogism. 
What then is the relation between arguments and fallacies, and what is 
a fallacy in the Stoic view? The Stoics classifY the discussion of fallacies 
under logic, i.e. that part of dialectics (5laAEKTlKi]) that deals with the 
things signified. On the other hand, ambiguities are discussed in that part 
of dialectics that is concerned with language, utterances or speech (<pc.vvi]). 
From this fact alone, we can surmise that the Stoic treatment of fallacies of 
ambiguity draws on both these parts of dialectics. 

fu Atherton rightly emphasises, 2 5 a fallacy of homonymy cannot be (just) 
an argument, as an argument on its own cannot be fallacious for reasons 
of ambiguity. For arguments, being at the level of sayables and assertibles, 
cannot contain ambiguities, whereas the fallacies we are interested in here 
are fallacies based on ambiguity. So the fallacy must comprise both elements 
from the level of meanings or things signified and linguistic elements. It 
arises as a result of incongruities between the two, which are made use of 
in a cunning way by the designer or proponent of the fallacy. 

Our fallacy, for instance, comprises at least the assertibles that THE GAR

MENT IS FOR MEN, that WHAT 26 IS MANLY IS COURAGEOUS, that 
THE GARMENT IS MANLY, that THE GARMENT IS COURAGEOUS, 

and the argument THE GARMENT IS MANLY, BUT WHAT IS MANLY 

IS COURAGEOUS, THEREFORE THE GARMENT IS COURAGEOUS. 

It comprises the sentences 'the garment is {for men/manly}', '<but> 
{who/what} is {for men/ manly} is courageous', and '<therefore> the 
garment is courageous', and it comprises them in that order, so that they 
have the appearance of expressing an argument. This complex of meaning 
items and linguistic items is a fallacy, because it gives, at least at superficial 
perusal, the impression of being a bit of language expressing a valid and 
sound argument, but in fact is not. (Naturally, one can discuss sayables and 
arguments only when they are clad in language; there is no other option. 
Hence, in principle, ambiguities are always a possibility, and consequently, 
so are fallacies.) 

From a Stoic perspective, fallacies of homonymy thus straddle the realm 
of meaning and the realm oflinguistic expression; however, they also involve 
the realm of pragmatics. They are the result of an interplay between the 
first two, based on contingent facts about language (ambiguities), and the 
intentional use27 oflinguistic items to express meaning items in such a way 

15 Atherton 1993: 413. 16 Or 'who', see previous section. 
17 Possibly, initially the use is unintentional. 
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that they appear to represent validity and soundness, but in fact do not. 28 

Hence they also essentially involve a pragmatic component: a fallacy will 
only exist if someone has actually formulated and entertained it. (Unlike 
Stoic propositions, which, at least in the prevalent interpretation, are there 
even when not in use, 29 for the Stoics, linguistic items only exist when they 
are actually used by speakers or writers or thinkers.) Moreover, without the 
potential to deceive, they are not fallacies (cro<picrllCXTa).30 But being (able 
to be) deceived is a psychological disposition that can be reduced neither 
to language nor to 'meaning'. 

It does not follow that, for the Stoics, fallacies are 'tokens', fleeting occur
rences in time, temporary complexes of significations (meanings) and lin
guistic items. For, the Stoics talk about many fallacies as 'the so-and-so 
argument' Y Thus, as in the case of arguments, there are tokens of them, 
performances of them, if you want, but the fallacies themselves are not just 
such tokens, and are not reducible to such tokens or performances. We can 
identify the fallacy with its type. But note that this type is an abstraction, 
in the same way in which concepts (evvorwCXTa), for instance, are abstrac
tions for the Stoics, and are not something that has the status of a subsisting 
entity, as Stoic sayables and assertibles, but are only quasi-somethings.32 

4 THE STOIC ADVICE AND CONTEXTUAL DISAMBIGUATION 

Simplicius' Stoics advise that the answerer concede both premisses, and each 
time they give a reason why and when they should be conceded. The justi
fications why we should concede the premisses are most interesting. In the 
case of the first premiss, we are told to consent to the proposition expressed 

28 The Stoics seem also to have allowed for sophisms\..ad co sa; d:ac liii••!!''"'"AS io a fallae~ that 
are valid, but do not appear to be, cf. S.E. RH. 2.229, but our fallacy does not belong to this special 
group. 

29 The mode of being there of Stoic propositions (assertibles) is that they subsist (v<pia-racr6a1}; they 
resemble Frege's thoughts or Carnap's propositions in that respect. For the prevalent interpretation 
see e.g. Frede 199¥· Schubert 1994: ch. I, Barnes 1999: 2n, Bobzien 1998: 21-6. 

3° I use 'fallacy' as translation of the Greek o-6<pJo-lla; the meaning of the latter does not entirely coincide 
with the meaning of 'fallacy' as used in contemporary English. 

J' Thus the Stoics calk about the Idle argument (apyos A6yos, Origen Gels. 342.62-3), the Master 
argument (Kvptevwv ;>.6yos, Epict. Diss. 2.19.1), the Liar arguments (\f'evliollEVOJ A6yot, D.L. 7·196), 
the Litcle-by-liccleargument (6 1rapa lltKpov A6yos, D.L. 7.197) or Sorites, all of which they consider 
sophisms, and they calk generally about intractable arguments (cmopot ;\6yot, D.L. 7.82). There is 
a problem here, as strictly speaking, for the Stoics even ;>.6yos, i.e. argument, would be an incorrect 
description, as a fallacy is not occurring at the level of arguments, but at the level of the relation 
between linguistic expressions and propositions. Still, they may have called the fallacies so-and-so 
arguments because they were known under those names before the Stoics cried their hands at them; 
or alternatively, 'argument' is used in the loose sense of 'apparent argument'. · 

J> Cf. Stob. I.I36.2I-137·6· 

H 
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in the sentence 'the garment is {manly/for men}', if the garment happens 
to be {manly/for men}. From this we learn the following: the expression 
'the garment' is used demonstratively in the argument; the assumption is 
that the premiss is true if 'the garment' (together with an act of pointing) 
is used to 'demonstrate', or refer to, a garment that is {manly/for men}. At 
first sight, this is just an application of the Stoic truth-criterion for definite 
propositions as we find it in Sextus Empiricus.33 But there is more to it. 
The assumption that the premiss is true if the garment is {manly/for men} 
allows us to infer that the Stoics understand the meaning of the expression 
' {manly/for men}' in this premiss to be FOR MEN. (For the proposition 
that THE GARMENT IS MANLY would never be true, and at the level of 
truth, which is the level of sayables and propositions, there is no room for 
ambiguity.)34 Thus there is, at the time when the first premiss is requested, 
only one proposition expressed by the sentence 'the garment is {manly/for 
men}', and that is that THE GARMENT WHICH IS DEMONSTRATED 

IS FOR MEN .35 Possibly, the Stoics also thought that only this one proposi
tion was intended by speaker and listener; however, this is a different point. 
Which proposition or propositions are expressed by a sentence appears to 
be in principle independent of speaker and listener intention. 

The case of the second premiss is even more straightforward. We are 
advised to concede the second premiss 'because it is true'. Now the sentence 
' {who/what} is {manly/for men} is courageous' can be used to express a 
truth only if the expression'{ manly/for men}' has the meaning MANLY. 

Thus the Stoics assume - at least for the purpose of treating the fallacy -
that the sentence, when asked, is not ambiguous,36 and hence that the word 
' {manly/for men}' qua being used in the sentence is not ambiguous)? We 
can take it that the premiss would count as a true Stoic conditional,38 and 
thus that - unlike in the case of the first premiss - its truth-value is not JJ 
context / or time-dependent. Again, speaker and listener intention were .; { 

ll S.E. M. 8.100, on wpur~Jeva a~!W~JaTa. 34 See previous section. 
35 This is worth noting on its own, but also because Aristocle's position on chis point is different, see 

below section 6. 
36 I am not sure whether the Stoics would call a whole sentence 'ambiguous' {a~J<pi~oAos), ifit contains 

an ambiguous expression that is not disambiguated by its linguistic context (for examples see section 
8 below), or whether they would reserve the term 'ambiguity' forrhe largest phrase in such a sentence 
that can be taken in more than one way. If the latter, a more careful formulation, such as 'the sentence, 
when and as being asked, does not contain an ambiguity', may be preferable. 

37 The word ' {manly/for men}' as used in the sentence is not such that 'several things are understood 
simultaneously in this' word, and thus does nor satisfY the Stoic definition of ambiguity preserved 
at D.L. 7.62, for which see section 2 above. 

38 It would be what the Stoics called an indefinite conditional, see above note 22. For their truth
conditions see Bobzien 1999: II2-IJ. 
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likely to be taken to coincide, this time in their both intending the meaning 
MANLY; again, it does not follow that for the Stoics it depends on the 
speaker or listener intention what proposition is expressed by the premiss 
sentence. 

This treatment of the two premisses by the Stoics suggests that they 
endorsed an interesting theory of ambiguity. One way of describing it would 
be that they assume that context disambiguates. In order not to misinterpret 
the Stoics here, it is useful to make the following distinction. When I say 
'the context disambiguates' I mean by this an entirely non-psychological, 
non-mental fact: whereas an expression or phrase considered on its own, out 
of context or without a context, linguistic or otherwise, may be ambiguous 
in the Stoic understanding, when it is used in a certain kind of context 
(e.g. a context in which one of two meanings clearly produces a truth, the 
other clearly a falsehood, and the context ensures that a true statement 
is intended), it is no longer ambiguous in that sense. It is no longer the 
case that 'several things are understood simultaneously in this' expression 
or phrase. From this 'disambiguation by context' I wish to distinguish 'the 
mental process of disambiguation by speaker and/ or listener'. Such a process 
involves that the person at issue runs in their mind (whether they are fully 
aware of it or not) through two or more meanings of an expression or clause, 
and, e.g. as a result of assessing the context, discards all but one of them; 
eliminates all the irrelevant meanings and retains only the relevant one. 
These two notions of disambiguation, although they each tend to involve 
context, are very different things. 

It seems to me born out by our text that the abstract observation that 
context disambiguates was part of the Stoic theory. Thus in Stoic phi
losophy of language a distinction is required between (i) an ambiguous 
expression, which is considered on its own to always have simultaneous 
semantic multiplicity, and (ii) a sentence uttered at a time twhich contains 
an ambiguous expression, but which at t may express only one proposition, 
and thus involve only one meaning of the expression - despite the fact 
that even at t the expression considered on its own has its two meanings. I 
assume that the Stoics took most such sentences to express at most times 
only one proposition (the same one each time).39 In fact, Augustine, in his 
work On Dialectic, provides a distinction similar to this one, which may 
well go back to the Stoics:4° 

39 Neither (i) nor (ii) require reference to speaker's intentions. 
4o Cf. Ebbesen 1981: 1, 32, Atherton 1993: 289-90; Catherine Atherton has confirmed in conversation 

that on page 290, lines 8-IO, in the sentence 'the second <argument> could also be Stoic' she refers 
to the argument I quote. 
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(r) For when it is said that every word is ambiguous, this is said about single 
(separate, individual) words .... (2) And yet, while every word is ambiguous, 
nobody explains the ambiguity of the words with anything but words ~ 
already eomeiaee aae ll.i'e EtaQS,. H8t liFHBigQB\,1\ (3) F<?.!f as, if I F-t'every 
soldier is two-footed', it wouldn't follow from this that a cohort of two-footed 
soldiers was therefore ~o-footed, s~ when I say that every word is ambiguous, I 
don't say that~ sentence or/\discourse <is ambiguous>, despite the fact 
that they are compounded from):10ras.4' (Dial. ch. 9) 

As context for the argument in sentences (2) and (3) we have to imagine an 
opponent of the Stoic view that every word is ambiguous arguing somewhat 
as follows: if every word is ambiguous, then you can never disambiguate; 
for you disambiguate with words; but they are by assumption all ambigu
ous. The explicitly stated defence of the Stoic view in sentence (2) is that 
disambiguation of a word w is done not by providing a single word for each 
meaning of w, but by using a plurality of words compounded into a phrase 
or sentence. Underlying this response is the assumption that whole phrases 
or sentences, although consisting of nothing but- ambiguous -words, are 
themselves not ambiguous, or at least need not be. Sentence (3) uses the 
soldier analogy to make the logical point that from the fact that something 
is truly predicated of each of a group of individuals it does not follow that 
one can truly predicate it of the group as a wholeY Thus, if one can truly 
predicate of each word in a phrase or sentence that it is ambiguous, it 
does not follow that the group of words as a whole (the phrase or sentence 
or discourse) is ambiguous. Pertinent to my argument is the underlying 
assumption in this passage that from the fact that an individual word is 
ambiguous (has more than one meaning) it does not follow that a whole 
sentence or phrase which contains this word is ambiguous (has more than 
one meaning). This is similar to what the Simplicius passage implies about 
sentences which contain ambiguous words. 

However, it follows neither from the Simplicius nor from the Augustine 
passage that whenever an ambiguous word or phrase is embedded in a 
sentence, it is thereby disambiguated by context. Some linguistic contexts 
retain the ambiguity (see also section 8 below). Moreover, presumably for 
most sentences a non-linguistic context could be imagined in which the 
disambiguation by linguistic context is countered or undone, as it were. In 

4' Quod enim dictum est omne verbum esse ambiguum de verbis singulis dictum est . ... (2) Et tamen cum 
omne verbum ambiguum sit, nemo verborum ambiguitatem nisi sed iam coniunctis quae ambigua non 
erunt explicabit. (3) Ut enim, si dicerem 'omnis miles bipes est: non ex eo sequeretur ut cohors ex militibus 
utique bipedibus ita comtaret, ita, cum dico ambiguum esse omne verbum, non dico sententiam, non 

H \t/lruc.\n o 11\.CE!

co""''P\vvw .. o.. .. e. Vtol 
(J..IM\p~~'"'-lll"-S 

disputationem, quamvis verba ista texantur. Jt s f JJ · 
4'1-' poim rhe s,eies .... lone .. u to lraoe ffiQQO ia a elilfefeRt eeRtel<!, sec"""' H "10 r "1"\11.! 'l<l l'cs CIA ,-~ 

~~11\.~S 
tlf\J\V\'c\u._o..\i ~ lv\c(u.ot~lf\J Qlf'IM\e~j 

c..f. SIII\A<f\. (a.t, '2.tlf-IS"" 3 S.E 

Y\ ~:-:t~'< i-,lo2.., 
- J I 
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such cases a mental process of disambiguation would be likely to occur in 
the listener. However, I am doubtful whether the Stoics thought that there 
occurred in cases like our fallacy mental processes in which an elimination of 
the irrelevant meanings of the expression at issue takes place. Our evidence is 
certainly compatible with the assumption that the Stoics took it that, as long 
as there is no strong contextual pressure to the contrary, no such elimination 
process takes place, and thus no process of disambiguation, simply because 
no more than one meaning ever presents itself to (or is called up by) the 
mind. They may have thought that when someone utters the sentence 'the 
garment is {manly/for men}', in any ordinary circumstances it just means 
that the garment is for men, and hence nothing else is considered by either 
speaker or listener. Of course this does not rule out that in the course of 
an analysis of the sentence out of context, or at some later time, the other 
meaning is called up in the mind, and a mental disambiguation process 
does occur. 

Let us finally look at the Stoic advice concerning the concluding sentence 
of the fallacy. At the point when the questioner draws the conclusion and 
tries to get the respondent to concede it, too, the respondent is to jib: 

(5) But if he infers that the garment is therefore courageous, (6) <they advise us> 
to separate the homonymy of the word ' {manly/for men}' (7) and show that it is 
said/intended in one way in the case of the garment, in another in the case of the 
one who has manliness. 

It is not expressly stated, but we can take it for granted that the Stoics do not 
want the respondent to concede the conclusion. Rather, at this point, the 
respondent is to state that the word ' {manly/for men}' is used differently 
in each premiss. 

The that-clause (cht clause) in (7) can be taken in two ways, at two levels 
of generality; a point which may be of philosophical interest. Either, this 
clause is short for: (i) 'that" {manly/for men}" had been taken in one way in 
the first premiss, and in another in the second premiss'- and that hence the 
conclusion does not follow. Or, it could be taken more generally: (ii) 'that 
" {manly/for men}", when said of a garment, generally means one thing 
(i.e. for men), and when said of someone who has courage or manliness, 
generally means another thing (i.e. manly)'. In that case, (i) is taken to 
be implied by this, and thus again, the conclusion has been shown not to 
follow. The way the truth of the premisses is meant to be taken for granted 
(see above) suggests to me that the second reading is more likely. It tallies 
with a theory of ambiguity in which context disambiguates, but in which 
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no mental process of disambiguation occurs in ordinary circumstances if 
the linguistic context suggests clearly only one meaning. 

5 HOW THE STOICS WOULD HAVE SOLVED THE FALLACY 

We still need to integrate into our interpretation phrase (2) from the Sim
plicius passage: 'the questioner transfers the word to another meaning'. 
Here we are clearly dealing with mental phenomena. The transfer at issue 
is a mental process. In order for it to be possible that such a transfer occurs, 
there needs first to be a connection the speaker holds between the word 
and one of its meanings, then such a connection between the word and its 
other meaning. This connection could be thought of as speaker intention, 
in which case what is expressed here is a change of speaker intention. 

There are two possibilities as to when this transfer may be thought to take 
place. The first is: at the time of the drawing of the conclusion, 43 the second: 
at the time of the asking of the second premiss.44 I opt for the first. The 
main disadvantage of the second possibility seems to me that interpreted 
thus, the phrase does not really contribute anything germane to the way the 
Stoics want the fallacy to be dealt with. (For a full discussion of this point 
see below section 7.) If we assume that the transfer of the word to another 
meaning happens at the point when the questioner draws the conclusion, 
we can now make sense of it easily, even though this way of looking at 
things is decidedly different from modern philosophy of language. There 
are in fact two - parallel- possibilities here:45 

(i) At the point when he draws the conclusion, the questioner transfers the 
word' {manly/for men}' in the first premiss from the meaning or predicate 
FOR MEN to the meaning or predicate MANLY. Why would he do that? 
Because in this way, there comes to be a valid argument (not formally, but 
still valid, see above section 2). And a conclusion can only be drawn, if the 
argument is valid. 

We need to distinguish here between the linguistic expression consisting 
of the three sentences, and the argument expressed, or the three proposi
tions expressed. The linguistic expression appears valid (or more precisely, 
appears to express a valid argument) all the time - as long as we look at it 

43 Adopted by Ebbesen 1981: 1, 31 ('keep calm until'); Long and Sedley 1987: 1, 37S (' "become quiescent" 
until'); FDS IV, frg. 1257 ('in dem Moment zu schweigen ... in dem'). But note rhat Ebbesen and 
Long and Sedley on the one hand, and Hiilser on rhe other, differ in rheir interpretation of the 
meaning of 1']crV)(Cx~ElV, see below, section 7· 

44 Adopted by Atherton 1993: 419-20. 
45 This fact is not mentioned by Ebbesen and Arherton, perhaps because it is of no great relevance. 
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without considering the possibility of ambiguity of any of its expressions. 
However, for the Stoics the bearers of validity are the arguments, not the lin
guistic expressions thereof, and this point becomes relevant precisely when 
there is an ambiguity in the linguistic expression. At the point when the 
conclusion is drawn, the first premiss has become a different proposition 
(a fourth one), since the word ' {manly/for men}' has been transferred to 
a different predicate. We now have the new- and false- proposition that 
THE GARMENT IS MANLY. 

(ii) Alternatively, at the point when he draws the conclusion, the ques
tioner transfers the word '{manly/for men}' in the second premiss from the 
meaning MANLY to the meaning FOR MEN. Again, there comes to be a 
valid argument. Again, for the Stoics, it is not the linguistic expression, 
but what it expresses, that is valid. This argument, evidently, is a different 
one than in case (i). For now the second premiss has been replaced by a 
different proposition (a fifth one).46 This is the- false- proposition that 
WHAT IS FOR MEN IS COURAGEOUs.47 

We cannot say which of the premisses the Stoics assumed the questioner 
would change. Perhaps they left it open, as it is in the end irrelevant for 
the solution of the fallacy. Psychologically, it is more likely to be the first. 
For it is further away, temporally, from the drawing of the conclusion, and 
hence will be less clear in the listener's mind.48 Whether (i) or (ii) was 
what the Stoics had in mind, or whether they thought it did not matter 
which, in any event, at the very moment when the word is transferred to the 
other meaning, the respective premiss of the fallacy becomes a false one. 
Hence, the conclusion cannot be detached from the premisses, although 
the argument under consideration has at that point become a valid one. 
The questioner's hope is of course that the respondent will not be able to 
figure this out. 

Thus the Stoic theory fits well with the - reasonable - assumption that 
in cases of fallacies, while one concentrates on the premisses, the focus is on 
the truth of the premisses, while when one draws the conclusion, the focus 
switches to the validity of the argument. 49 More importantly for the Stoics, 
rightly, fallacies based on ambiguity consist not just in the artful choice 
and manipulation of words or linguistic expressions. Such fallacies work at 

46 The individuation of arguments occurs at the level of propositions {a~u:ill.l<rr<X); and on that level 
there is no ambiguity. 

47 Or that WHOEVER IS FOR MEN IS COURAGEOUS. 

48 Of course, we could switch the premiss sentences round. But as it stands, the fallacy is more likely 
to confuse the listener (see above, section 2), hence this order of the premiss sentences is presumably 
not a matter of chance. 

49 See Tappenden 1993. 
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the level of interaction of meaning and expressions. As long as one looks at 
the words only, one cannot solve them. As long as one considers solely the 
level of meaning, they cannot even occur. 5° 

We now have all the information we need to see how the Stoics would
presumably - have solved the fallacy. We know that for the Stoics it 
would not be sufficient, if the respondent just pointed out that the word 
'{manly/for men}' in the fallacy is ambiguous; for they, or at least Chrysip
pus, held that all words are ambiguousY The explanation that would serve 
as solution (f..vcrts) needs to comprise more than that. Catherine Atherton 
has given the following account of it: 52 

Suppose that a homonym figures in both of the sentences used to signify the 
premisses of an argument and the contents of the remainders of each sentence 
ensure that each of the signified propositions will be true if and only if the homonym 
has a different sense in each, that appropriate to its context .... The signified 
argument can be declared false either on the grounds that at least one premiss 
of this argument is false, although the argument is concludent, or else on the 
grounds that the premisses of this argument are both true, but, thanks to linguistic 
expression, (only) appear to have something in common. In the jargon of Stoic 
logic, this argument is invalid because it is incoherent: the premisses have nothing 
to do with one another ... But in each case it is a different argument which is 
being assessed. 

This description of what is going on in fallacies ofhomonomy of the kind 
the Stoics discussed, including our example in Simplicius, seems to me 
basically accurate. However, it is what I will call a 'static' analysis of the 
fallacy, an analysis that looks at the fallacy without considering the factor 
of time. In order to capture fully what the Stoics think is going on when 
the fallacy is used in a dialectical context, I believe, a 'dynamic' analysis is 
more helpful. (I will explicate this presently.) For that, we need to expand 
the above picture. 

In some sense at least, Atherton is clearly correct with her claim that 
there are two different arguments underlying the sophism.53 In the sense 
that from the various propositions entertained at one time or other by one 

5° If no distinction is made between premisses and sentences that express premisses; between a level 
oflanguage at which there is ambiguity, and a level that concerns meaning (whether also linguistic, 
as Aristotle does, or incorporeal, as the Stoics think), then it becomes difficult to solve the fallacy; 
i.e. to give a satisfactory explanation of what goes wrong in it. It is possible that the Stoics used this 
fallacy for more than teaching students to recognise such faulty ways of arguing; they could have 
used it to show the necessity to distinguish between such levels. 

5' Gellius Noct. Att. u.12.I (LS 37N}; also pointed out by Ebbesen 1981: 1, 31. 
51 Atherton 1993: 414. 
53 Or rather, three, depending on which premiss is taken to be false (see above}; but the two arguments 

with a false premiss would function logically in the same way. 
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or the other of the interlocutors two such arguments can be constructed. 
However, in the Simplicius passage, the argument is developed over a period 
of time, in an interplay between questioner and answerer, and it repays our 
effort to investigate when and by whom each argument is entertained. Let 
me explain: 
• At time t1, when the first premiss sentence is proposed and accepted, 

nothing more than the true proposition THE GARMENT IS FOR MEN 
is part of the dialectical game. This is the proposition both questioner 
and answerer appear to intend. 

• At time t2 , when the second premiss sentence is proposed and 
accepted, either only the true proposition WHOEVER IS MANLY IS 
COURAGEOUS is at issue, and seems intended by both questioner and 
answerer, or this one together with the proposition proposed at tl> i.e. the 
pair of propositions. 

• Sometime between t2 and t3, when the conclusion THEREFORE THE 
GARMENT IS COURAGEous is drawn and offered up for approval, the 
word '{manly/for men}' is transferred by the questioner to a different 
meaning, i.e. the questioner moves from the proposition THE GARMENT 
IS FOR MEN to the proposition THE GARMENT IS MANLY.54 As a 
result, at time t3 this new proposition is in the game, as only in this way 
the conclusion can be drawn. And, as the meaning has been transferred, 
we can assume the old proposition is now no longer entertained by the 
questioner. As one can only draw a conclusion if one has its premisses 
present (in some sense), at this point, I assume, the questioner entertains 
a whole argument, an argument that is valid, but has one false premiss, 
viz. THE GARMENT IS MANLY. 

• What is going on on the side of the respondent between t2 and t3 and at 
t3? If he is taken in, which is unlikely in the case of so simple a fallacy 
as ours, he also moves to the other meaning, but without being aware 
of it. If he is not taken in, we can assume him to resist the move; and 
in line with the Stoics' advice to point out that ' {manly/for men}' is 
used in two different meanings in the two propositions that make up the 
premisses. This suggests that the answerer would not follow the ques
tioner in his transference of meaning, but would insist on taking the 
premisses to be those propositions that have been agreed upon. And in 
the two propositions that have been agreed upon, the word ' {manly/for 
men}' has different meanings. Thus, for the answerer, the argument 
assumed to be under discussion is: THE GARMENT IS FOR MEN. BuT 

54 Or [he quesdoner does me same wim me second premiss, see above. 
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WHOEVER IS MANLY IS COURAGEOUS. THEREFORE THE GAR
MENT IS COURAGEous. This is an argument with two true premisses 
and a false conclusion which is invalid for reasons of disconnectedness or 
incoherence (OlCxPTTJO'lS, cf. S.E. M. 8.430) of the premisses. 

Thus the following picture arises: the questioner, when drawing the conclu
sion, switches one of the premisses for another which has the same linguistic 
form, and entertains a valid argument with one false premiss. At the same 
time his hope must be that the respondent does not notice the transfer
ence, sticks to his belief that the premisses are both true, as they certainly 
were when he agreed to them, and, being befuddled by the appearance of 
validity of the fallacy, which it has when the possibility of ambiguity is dis
regarded, feels he has to agree to the conclusion, and thus has lost the game, 
having had to agree to an obvious falsehood. An answerer trained in Stoic 
logic, however, will not have been taken in. He knows that linguistically 
identical sentences can express different propositions. He will not follow 
the questioner in transferring the meaning of one of the premisses halfway 
through the argument. He will stick to the propositions he actually agreed 
to and will reveal that the argument presented is in fact invalid owing to 
disconnectedness of the premisses. Thus the valid but unsound argument 
comes in only as a result of the questioner's illicit procedure of transfer
ring meaning within the course of argumentation. The argument that is 
in fact part of the game, in the sense that its premisses have in fact been 
agreed upon by both parties, has true premisses and a false conclusion and 
is invalid. 

6 COMPARISON BETWEEN ARISTOTLE's AND THE STOICS' 
TREATMENT OF FALLACIES OF HOMONYMY 

Aristotle, too, discussed fallacies of equivocation or homonymy, and a com
parison between his and the Stoic view is instructive. For Aristotle, truth
bearers, at least those relevant to sophistic discourse, are linguistic items 
(Arist. Int. 16a9-II, I6b33-17a3). Thus, declarative sentences, and in partic
ular affirmations and negations, are the entities that are either true or false. 
In the context of dialectics, these declarative sentences are the answers to 
dialectical questions. For example, if the question is 'Is animal the genus 
of human?', the possible answers are the affirmative statement Mimal is 
the genus of human' and the negative statement Mimal is not the genus 
of human'. 'Yes' and 'no' are abbreviations for the affirmative and nega
tive answer respectively. 55 Aristotle also sometimes says that what is said 

55 Cf. e.g. Whittaker 1996: 101. 
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in a dialectical question is 'true' or 'false' .56 We can assume that what is 
(in this sense) said in a question could be expressed by the corresponding 
affirmative statement. 

In his Sophistical RefUtations, in chapter 17, Aristotle has this to say about 
fallacies of homonymy: 

If nobody ever made two questions into one question, the fallacy based on 
homonymy and ambiguity would not have come about, but either a refutation or 
no refutation. For how does asking whether Callias and Themistocles are musical 
differ from <what one might ask> if both, though being different people, shared 
a single name? For if the name signified more than one thing, <the questioner> had 
asked more than one question. Now, if it is not right to ask to be given without 
qualification one answer to two questions, it is clear that it is not proper to answer 
without qualification any homonymous <questions>. (Arist. SE 175b39-176a5, 
my italics) 

Thus, according to Aristotle, if, as in the case of fallacies of homonymy, 
we have as a premiss or as conclusion a question sentence that contains an 
ambiguous term, the questioner has asked more than one question: two 
questions if the term has two significations, three questions if the term has 
three significations, etcY In Aristotle's De lnterpretatione, chapter 8, we 
find a parallel passage, in which the focus is on statements rather than on 
questions: 

But if one name is given to two things which do not make up one thing, there is 
not a single affirmation. Suppose, for example, that one gave the name cloak to 
horse and to human being; then 'a cloak is white' would not be a single affirmation. 
For to say this is no different from saying a horse and a human being is white, and 
this is no different from saying a horse is white and a human being is white. So if 
these last signifY more than one thing and are more than one <affirmation>, clearly 
the first also signifies either more than one thing or else nothing (for there is nothing 
like a horse-human-being). (Arist. Int. 18a18-26, my italics) 

As C. W. A. Whittaker has shown nicely, in the De lnterpretatione Aris
totle discusses affirmations and negations insofar as they are relevant for 
dialectics.58 In the passage quoted, Aristotle discusses cases (which in the 
Sophistical Refutations he would classify as cases) of homonymy as they 
would occur in dialectics, i.e. in fallacies of homonymy. 59 This time, as 
throughout in De lnterpretatione, Aristotle focuses on statements rather 
than on questions, but his point is basically the same: in dialectics, in the 

56 E.g. Arise. Top. r6oa25. 
57 There can be absolutely no doubt that in this passage Aristotle has homonyms in mind- he mentions 

them three times - the third time at the end of the section, at 176a15. 
58 Whittaker 1996 passim. 59 See the passage from SE just quoted. 
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case of declarative sentences that contain what he classifies as homonymies 
in the Sophistical RefUtations there will be more than one affirmation in 
the sentence. 60 (This, if the relevant sentence is in the affirmative, other
wise more than one negation.) Thus for Aristotle, in dialectics, (i) someone 
using a homonymous expression in a question sentence asks two questions, 
(ii) there are two things said with that question, 61 and (iii) someone using 
an expression that signifies two things in a declarative sentence makes two 
statements (two affirmations or two negations).62 

Returning to our fallacy in Simplicius, in Aristotle's view, the declarative 
sentence 'the garment is {manly/for men}' would hence be more than one 
affirmation. The two affirmations can be separated in English as (i) 'the 
garment is for men' and (ii) 'the garment is manly'. The sentence would 
signifY more than one thing (perhaps manliness and for-men-ness; or a 
garment that is manly and a garment that is for men). 63 The same holds for 
questions: the question sentence 'is the garment {manly/for men}?' would 
be more than one question; they could be separated in English as 'is the 
garment for men?' and 'is the garment manly?'. 

Thus, for Aristotle, one declarative sentence is more than one affirma
tion, one question sentence more than one question. How can this be? 
Sentences as well as affirmations and questions are linguistic items, but evi
dently they must be of different kinds, as they are individuated differently. 
We could say that by uttering one question sentence the speaker asks two 
questions; and by uttering one declarative sentence the speaker makes two 
affirmations or affirms two things. (We can think of the sentences as gram
matical items, the affirmations and negations as statements, the questions 
as questions asked.) So we can expect that whenever the questioner offers 

60 Whittaker, following Ackrill, believes tbat tbe passage quoted does not cover homonyms. But in 
tbe light of (i) tbe close parallel to tbe passage quoted from SE (175b39-176a5), which explicitly 
deals with homonyms, and (ii) the fact tbat Int. deals with dialectics, I have no doubts that in Int. 
8 Aristotle intended to cover what in SE he regards to be homonyms as tbey occur in dialectics. 
(I argue tbis point in more detail elsewhere.) For readers who are wedded to Ackrill's view, I mention 
tbat for my argument it is sufficient to rely on tbe passages from SE and Top. 

61 Cf. also Top. 160a23-9, quoted below. 
61 We can imagine a fallacy put in declarative sentences ratber tban questions for instance when 

someone tries to solve it by himself, at his leisure, without being subjected to questions. Aristotle 
mentions tbis possibility e.g. at Sd177a6-8. 

63 Unlike Shields 1999: 8o-1, n. 8, I ~ake it tbat in Int. 8 Aristotle uses the verb 'to signifY' (18a24, 25) 
as follows: tbat which signifies are affirmations (aOTat allows only KaT6:<pacrts as antecedent), and 
that which is signified by tbe affirmations are the tbings referred to by the subject expression in 
tbe affirmation - a horse and a human being, or perhaps a white horse and a white human being. 
The sentence 'a cloak is white' is then said to either both signifY horse and signifY human being or 
to signifY a horse-human-being, which is notbing; and in tbe first case the sentence contains two 
affirmations, in the second no affirmation. 
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up for consent the premiss-questions of a fallacy of homonymy which have 
the same ambiguous expression in either premiss, each time he asks two 
questions; and if he stated the argument in non-question form, he would 
each time make two affirmations. 

Aristotle discusses ways of responding to fallacies of homonymy in his 
Sophistical Refutations, chapters 17 and 19. In chapter 19 he begins with 
some general remarks about such fallacies: 

(1) Now, of the refutations that depend upon homonymy and ambiguity some have 
one of the premiss-questions with more than one signified thing ... e.g .... in the 
<argument> that the one who knows does not understand <what he knows> 
one of the premiss-questions is ambiguous. (2) And that which is said/meant in 
two ways is in one case <true> and in the other isn't; and that which is said/meant 
in two ways signifies something that is and something that is not . . . (Arist. SE 
177a9-15) 

I take it from (1) that for Aristotle a premiss-question is ambiguous if it 
is or contains an expression that signifies more than one thing. In (2), 
Aristotle seems to pick up on what he said at SE 175b39-q6ar8 (quoted 
above), i.e. that the questioner asks two questions in one, and that the 
ambiguous expression has two 'signified things' at the same time.64 If 
we apply Aristotle's point to the Simplicius fallacy, the piece of speech 
'the garment is {manly/for men}' would be said in two ways, even though 
one way is rather non-sensical. It would be true in one case ('the garment 
is for men'), but not true in the other ('the garment is manly'). It would 
signify something that is (perhaps a garment that is for men) and something 
that is not (perhaps a garment that is manly).65 

Here are then some passages from chapters I7 and 19 of the Sophistical 
RefUtations and from Topics 8. 7, in which Aristotle gives advice how to deal 
with fallacies of homonymy. They also further corroborate the point that 

64 The first clause of (2) makes sense only if we assume that with the phrase 'is in one case <true> and 
in the other isn't' (aTE J.lEV ... aTE 5' ... ) Aristotle intends the two ways in which the thing is said, 
more precisely, these two ways as they are both signified when the premiss-question is u~tered. For 
only then is it reasonable to say that one is (true}, the other isn't. If Aristotle had meant to use aTE 
!lEV ••• aTE 5' ... temporally, to be translated as 'at one time ... at another rime .. .' or similarly, 
then we would have expected him to say that both are <true>: i.e. at one time, in one context, one 
of the two things said in the question sentence is (true}, at another time, in another context, the 
other is (true}; that is, that Aristotle would have alerted us to the fact that ambiguous expressions 
have different meanings in different contexts. Bur Aristotle does not say that. Thus OTE JlEV ... aTE 
5' ... must here be used non-temporally to pick out the two things said by the two questions; only 
then does what Aristotle says make sense, fir the context, and is true. (Aristotle makes a similar point 
at Top. r6oa26, using e1Ti Ti J.lEV ... e1Ti Ti 5' ... ; cf. also Arist. SE 177a21-2; both passages are 
quoted below.} 

65 Or alternatively, maybe, the garment's being for men and the garment's being manly? 
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he believes that the questioner asks two questions at the same time, and 
that with the question sentence two things are said at the same time: 

... since if someone does not distinguish the <different meanings in the> ambi
guity, it is unclear whether he has been refuted or has not been refuted, and since, 
in the context of arguments, it is granted that he may draw distinctions, it is 
evident that if he grants the question without drawing distinctions and without 
qualification, this is a mistake. (Arist. SE 175b28-31) 

Now, if it is not right to ask to be given without qualification one answer to 
two questions, it is clear that it is not proper to answer without qualification any 
homonymous <questions>. (Arist. SE 176a3-5) 

Now, if one should not give a single answer to two questions, it is evident that in 
the case of homonyms one should not say 'yes' or 'no' either; for the one who says 
<that> has not given an answer, he just spoke. (Arist. SE I76a14-16) 

[continuing the quotation ftom chapter 19 above] ... (3) Whenever <that which is 
said in several ways> lies in the premiss-questions, it is not necessary to begin by 
denying that which is said/meant in two ways; for argument is not for the sake 
of this, but through this. (4) At the beginning one should reply concerning that 
which is said in two ways, whether it is a word or a phrase, in this way, that in one 
sense it is so, and in another not so, (5) for example that speaking of the silent is 
possible in one sense but not in another; and that in one sense one should do what 
must be done, but not in another; for what must be done is said/meant in several 
ways. (Arist. SE 177a18-24) 

If <the answerer> understands the question, but it is said in several ways, 66 then ... 
if what is said/ meant is in one case false and in the other true, he should indicate 
that it is said in several ways, and that in one it is false, in the other true. For if he 
makes the distinction only later, it is unclear whether he saw the ambiguity at the 
beginning. (Arist. Top. 16oa23-~ 

These quotes taken together give us some idea about Aristotle's view how 
one should respond to fallacies based on homonymy. At least one of the 
question sentences (premiss-questions and conclusions-question) contains 
an ambiguous expression, and is hence two questions. Answering those 
two questions with one word ('yes' /'no') or one statement (the affirmative/ 
negative corresponding to the question) without any qualification and with
out drawing any distinctions is a mistake (SE 175b28-3r), is not proper (SE 
176a3-5), is no answer at all (SE I76ai4-r6), leaves it unclear whether the 
answerer noticed the ambiguity (Top. r6oa23-9), and leaves it indeterminate 
which of the two questions the answerer intends to answer. Aristotle reports 
that according to the rules of dialectics, in addition to saying 'yes' and 'no', 

66 I.e. has several meanings or significations. 
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the answerer is allowed to point out ambiguities or to ask for clarification 
(Top. ch. 8.7 and SE 175b3o). Hence the answerer should disambiguate, 
i.e. should (i) distinguish the two things said in the two questions, and 
(ii) state which one is true, and which one is false. It is implied, I presume, 
that (iii) the answerer accepts the true statement and does not accept the 
false one (cf. e.g. Top. 16oa24-8).67 

Aristotle seems to advise the respondent to expose the ambiguity of 
a term or phrase immediately when the premiss containing it is 'asked' 
(see sentence (4) and Top. 16oa23-9).68 We can understand this as a pre
emptive move. The answerer explicitly disambiguates the expression, i.e. 
points out the two - or more - things signified by the question, including 
those that would be unusual readings of the sentence and false. 69 (Naturally, this 
presupposes a mental process of disambiguation.) Aristotle assumes that in 
the premiss question asked the ambiguous expression has both meanings, 
even if the respondent intends only one meaning, and even if one meaning 
makes the premiss false or absurd. For this reason, Aristotle wishes the 
ambiguity to be made explicit as soon as it occurs. As a result, when the 
questioner attempts to draw the conclusion, the answerer can fall back on 
the disambiguation he proffered earlier and refuse to accept the conclusion 
e.g. by accusing the questioner of a Fallacy of Homonymy or perhaps of a 
Fallacy of Many Questions.7° 

67 Can the facts (i) that at SE 166a{-5 Aristotle uses aTe ~ev ... aTe 6' ... to explain double meaning, 
and (ii) rhat at SE 166a2o-1 he uses i\ ... i\ ... when saying that an expression signifies two 
things, be used to rebut my claim that for Aristotle in dialectical contexts question sentences and 
declarative sentences containing ambiguous expressions have two significations at the same time? I 
believe not. In note 64 I have shown that Aristotle uses aTE ~ev ... aTe 6' ... non-temporally for 
double meaning. At 166a{-5 he may do just rhe same. And as in English the two sentences '"bank" 
means both "verge of river" and "financial institution", and' "bank" means either "verge of rivee' 
or "financial institution" ' do not usually allow any inference as to wherher rhe speaker assumes rhat 
rhe word has borh meanings at the same time, so for Greek sentence wirh i\ ... i\ ... (Cf. also in 
the same passage on ambiguity the use of Ked •.. Kai ... at 166a8 and of Kai at 166ar4 in sentences 
stating double meaning.) Alternatively, one has to assume that what Aristotle says about homonymy 
in chapter 4 of SE does not tally with what he says in chapters 17 and 19. 

68 If rhe answerer didn't spot rhe ambiguity immediately, all is not lost. He can still disambiguate at 
rhe end. Cf. 'However, if <that which is said in two ways> escapes one, one must correct it at the 
end adding somerhing to the question: "Is speaking of rhe silent possible?" "No, but it is possible 
to speak of rhis person who is being silent".' (Arist. SE 177a24-6) and 'But if he doesn't foresee 
rhe ambiguity, but concedes rhe question having in view rhe one signification of the words, then, if 
the questioner takes it with rhe other signification, he should say: "that was not what I had in view 
when I conceded it, but rather the other signification"' (Arist. Top. 16oa.29-32). 

69 Cf. e.g. Arist. SE 166a12-14: 'speaking of the silent' has as one of its meanings that the one who is 
speaking is silent; and 166ar8-21: 'knowing letters' has as one of its meanings that rhe letters have 
knowledge. 

7° In SE chapter 17 Aristotle classifies rhe fallacy of homonymy as a kind of rhe fallacy of double 
question; in chapter 19 he discusses fallacies of homonymy and amphiboly on their own. 
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If we compare Aristotle and the Stoics, we see that they differ both 
in their philosophico-linguistic analysis of fallacies of homonymy and -
consequently - in the strategies they recommend how to tackle them. 
Aristotle assumes that in the fallacy the question sentences that contain 
the homonymous expression, when uttered, have two significations, say 
two things, and have two statements corresponding to them. Usually, but 
not necessarily, one will be true, the other false. The two significations 
appear to be independent of speaker intention: for Aristotle considers the 
case that one can try to solve a fallacy at one's leisure without anybody 
actually asking the questions (SE 177a6-8), and thus without any questioner 
having any intentions. The Stoics, on the other hand, assume that the 
premiss questions of the fallacy, when uttered, have only one signification: 
the one which rational speakers and listeners in ordinary circumstances 
would assume them to have, i.e. usually the meaning that makes them 
true. 

Concerning strategy, in line with his assumption of a double question, 
Aristotle recommends that the respondent expressly disambiguate the ques
tion sentence as soon as it is asked, and to state which question says some
thing true, which not, and presumably which one he accepts. This presup
poses a process of mental disambiguation on the side of the respondent. 
The Stoics, by contrast, do not require an explicit disambiguation, since 
they assume that at the time of utterance there is in fact nothing to dis
ambiguate. Accordingly, no process of mental disambiguation is required 
either. The exception would be special situations such as those in which one 
is trying to list ambiguous sentences, or intends to 'play on' the ambiguity 
(but not to deceive). For the Stoics, fallacies do not provide such special 
situations. 

7 THE QUESTION OF BEING SILENT (i)crvxasEtV) 

We now have a viable interpretation of what the Stoics of the Simplicius 
passage considered the nature of the fallacy to be, what philosophical and 
linguistic assumptions underlie their understanding of the fallacy, and how 
they recommended the answerer to escape being caught in it. What remains 
is to give an interpretation of what those Stoics mean when they say the 
answerer should fall silent or keep quiet (i)crvx6:setv). 

In her masterful book The Stoics on Ambiguity, Catherine Atherton has 
suggested the following interpretation: She translates: '(r') And that is why, 
in syllogisms due to homonymy, the dialecticians recommend keeping quiet 
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[i)o-vx6:~Etv], (2') so long as the questioner transfers the word to another 
signification.'71 She comments: 'the transfer to another meaning must occur 
when the second premiss is posed, not at the conclusion, whereas we "keep 
quiet" (see the main text) until then, that is, so long as the questioner 
continues to change his meaning. This is not possible reading "IJ.ETay6:yn" 
at 24.14 (i.e., with an aorist subjunctive). I thus read "IJ.ET6:yn" with two of 
the MSS.'72 

After having mentioned the Sorites, Atherton writes further: 'According 
to Simplicius, respondents are explicitly told to assent to the premisses The 
tunic is male attire and The brave is courageous. What he failed to note 
is that they will not make their assent public, and that they will make no 
contribution to the proceedings, either openly agreeing or openly objecting, 
until the fraudulent attempt to draw a conclusion. "Keeping quiet" covers, 
and must cover, silent assent even in the case of the Soritic arguments, since 
it would be absurd and wrong to withhold assent from the obvious truths 
leading up to the unclear premisses. As with Soritic arguments, a further 
assumption is at work: that questioning by the interlocutor will continue 
until an explicit response, positive or negative, is won.'73 This view leads 
her to the following assessment ofS.E. P.H. 2.253: 'Sextus' interpretation of 
"falling silent" as Skeptical EnoxiJ, P.H. n.253, is malicious and polemical.'74 

There are some drawbacks to this interpretation: 
(i) The occurrence of conceding (o-vyxc.vpEiv) in either premiss has to be -:.1_ n. 

understood as silent assent (ovyKaT6:6wts)J5 This seems to me a very Uct.t 
unlikely meaning. The term 'to concede' is standardly used for the 
public action of admitting a premiss or sentence as true, and I believe 
this is what it means in our passage, too.76 

(ii) The transfer of the ambiguous word to another meaning is taken 
to occur when the second premiss is posed. This, too, strikes me as 
unlikely. First, in this way what Simplicius says seems not to be very 
relevant to the rest of the passage. He could just as well have said: 'the 
dialecticians recommend keeping quiet until the conclusion has been 
drawn'. Moreover, in Atherton's view, the transference is completed 
after the second premiss has been asked; but, according to her, the 
silence is only to be broken after the conclusion has been asked. 

7' Atherton 1993: 419-20. 7> Atherton 1993: 420, n. 14. 73 Atherton 1993: 422. 
74 Atherton 1993: 422 n. 19. 75 Atherton 1993: 422. 
76 See e.g. S.E. P.H. 2.232; M. 8.303; Alex. Apr 17.3• 17.23 (of conclusion); r8.26-7 in a dialectical 

syllogism, i.e. within dialectical discourse. 
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(iii) The assumption is that the questioning by the interlocutor continues 
even when the respondent remains silent.77 There is no evidence that 
this is how the dialectical discourse went; it seems much more likely 
that as soon as the respondent refuses to respond 'yes' or 'no' and 
chooses to keep silent, the 'game' (as conducted on the object level) is 
over.78 

(iv) Simplicius has to be interpreted as having left out some essential infor
mation (i.e. that keeping quiet covers the case of someone withholding 
public assent but giving silent assent). Every interpretation that has to 
state that the author of the passage left out something or got something 
wrong is weak in that respect, if there are alternative interpretations that 
do not require this, so that without that requirement the text makes 
sense and has an equally or more natural reading of the expressions 
used. 

(v) Similarly, an interpretation that does not have to disregard a passage 
as polemical or malicious is preferable to one that does, if there are no 
specific requirements to assume that polemics or malice are at work. 
The cases I have in mind are those where the only reasons for claiming 
that an author is distorting Stoic doctrine where he reports it (besides 
the fact that he is a polemical author) is that it vindicates a particular 
modern interpretation of a bit of Stoic theory, and where there are 
viable alternative interpretations available for that bit of theory that 
do not require such a claim of distortion. This is, in my view, the case 
for Sextus' use of 'to stop and hold back' ('i<naa6at Kai ETIEXElV) in 
the context of the Sorites at P.H. 2.253.79 · 

77 Long and Sedley's translation of and comments on the Simplicius passage imply the same assumption 
{Long and Sedley 1987: 1, 228-9; II, 232). 

7
8 Carneades' response to the Stoic strategy for Sorites arguments at Cic. Acad.Pr. 93 is a case in point 

that the questioning did not just continue. He suggests that when the Stoic falls silent at the question 
'are n many' someone may come and ask 'and when I add one to the number at which you fell silent, 
is the result then many?' Hence the assumption is not that the questioning simply continues; rather, 
Carneades' fictitious questioner switches to a different type of question. The Stoic would of course 
simply be silent again, and therewith this type of questioning would have come to an end, too. In 
the case of Sorites series asked with conditionals or negated conjunctions (as in D.L. 7.82) there is 
another reason why in the Sorites the questioning would not have continued: even if only one of 
the complex premisses has not been assented to, no conclusion can be drawn. 

79 I am in no way denying that Sextus is frequently polemical and malicious in his interpretation or 
explication of Stoic doctrine. At the same time he is often a very reliable source where he reports or 
presents Stoic theory- he is one of our best sources for Stoic logic. Wilful misinterpretation is then 
one thing, wilful misreporting another. In P.H. 2.253, in the sceptical context in which the report 
of Chrysippus' view is embedded, Sextus uses 'to hold back' {hrexetv) twice; each time the context 
requires that by holding back is intended not answering 'yes' or 'no' to a dialectical question. Nothing 
is implied about internal suspension of belief, although I believe it likely that explicit and internal 
holding back were taken to go hand in hand. Thus the most natural reading of 'holding back' in 
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Atherton accepts these drawbacks in her interpretation,80 because she 
believes that her interpretation is required in order to overcome the follow
ing interpretational difficulties: 

(r) There is first her assumption 'That in the Sorites "keeping quiet" 
covers and must cover, silent assent since it would be absurd and wrong 
to withhold assent from the obvious truths leading up to the unclear pre
misses.' This difficulty can be solved however. As I have shown elsewhere, 81 

in the Sorites 'keeping quiet' can (and should) be interpreted as openly 
and publicly ceasing to respond to the questioner's question, with the 
additional assumption that the answerer does not silently assent either, 
but is also inwardly quiet. This allows us to interpret Sextus at P.H. 2.253 
as not being malicious, but using 'to stop and hold back' (Ycncx<r6at Kcxi 
ElTEXElV) for falling silent outwardly and simultaneously withholding assent 
inwardly. 82 

(2) Second, there is Atherton's assumption that, if the Sorites required 
silent assent, this silent assent was taken to be the required response in 
all cases in which being silent (i)o-vxa~Etv) was recommended. But for 
example in Gellius (Noct. Att. 16.2) we find cases of fallacious questions 
in which falling silent is recommended but internal assent as response is 
clearly neither required nor desired. 

(r) They say that in the art of dialectics there is the following rule: if there is 
an inquiry and discussion about some thing, and in that context you are asked to 

answer a question, then you should say nothing more than solely this which is asked, 
either affirming it or denying it. And those who do not follow this rule and answer 
either more or something different from what they were asked are regarded as 
being uneducated and as not observing the customary practice and principle of 
<dialectical> discourse. (2) In fact, what they say without doubt ought to happen 
in most debates .... (4) But there seem to be some cases in which you are caught 
<in a fallacy>, if you answer what you have been asked briefly and to the point .... 
[there follow examples of fallacies in which one would have to say more than yes' or 'no' 
if one wanted not to be caught in them] ... (12) But such an answer <in which more 
is said than was asked> is not given in accordance with the above-mentioned rule; 
for more than what has been asked is answered. (13) For this reason the following 

the clause that purports to report Chrysippus is that by it, too, is intended not answering 'yes' or 
'no' to a dialectical question. For this clause is used to justify the sceptics' not answering dialectical 
questions. Internal suspension of belief is secondary for the entire passage P.H. 2.253. Thus there 
is no need for Sextus to misreport Chrysippus' view here. Note also that Plutarch, at Adv. Colotem 
II2fA, appears to use holding back (errexe1v} and falling silent (i)ovxal;elv} to describe the same 
strategy. 

80 I don't wish to imply that Catherine Atherton considered all of (i}-(v} as drawbacks. 
8' Bobzien 2002: sections 4-6. 
8> It would also bring Sextus in line with Plutarch Adv. Colotem II24A. 
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addition is usually also made to that rule, that one need not answer fallacious 
questions.83 (Gell. Noct. Att. 16.2)84 

The fact that silent assent would be the wrong reaction in the cases of the 
Gellius passage seems to me to confirm that it was never part of the strategy 
of falling silent. 

(3) Third, there is Atherton's assumption that in the Simplicius passage 
'being silent' is used in the same semi-technical way as in the passages we 
have about the Sorites (and in my view in Gellius).85 This assumption is 
reasonable, but not certain, as Tjcrvxal;etv is a very common word that is 
used in Greek in ordinary discourse without any technical overtones. 

I will now present two interpretations of the Simplicius passage that do 
not share the drawbacks Atherton accepts in her interpretation, but at the 
same time also do not raise the problems she assumes other interpretations 
will automatically face. Both interpretations assume that the transfer of 
the word to a different meaning happens when the questioner draws the 
conclusion (see above section 5). 

In the first interpretation eoos is taken to mean 'until'. iJcrvxal;etv is 
understood as 'keeping quiet' in the sense that when the premisses are 
asked, the respondent openly accepts them, taking them to be true as the 
text indicates, and keeps quiet about the ambiguity of the term O:vopeTos in 
them, and the difficulties this could lead to. The emphasis on Tjcrvxal;etv 
can here be understood as meant to alert one to the contrast with Aristotle, 
who, as we have seen, asks the answerer to point out any ambiguities 
immediately when the premisses are asked.86 It could have been either the 
Stoics themselves, or Simplicius, who used the phrasing 'to be silent' to 
delimit the Stoic position from Aristotle's. 

83 (r) Legem esse aiunt disciplinae dialecticae, si de quapiam re quaeratur disputeturque atque ibi quid 
rogere, ut respondeas, tum ne amplius quid dicas, quam id solum, quod es rogatus, aut aias aut neges; 
eamque legem qui non servent et aut plus aut aliter, quam sunt rogati respondeant, existumantur 
indoctique esse disputandique morem atque rationem non tenere. (2) Hoc quidem, quod dicunt, in 
plerisque disputationibus procul dubio fieri oportet ... (4) Sed enim esse quaedam videntur, in 
quibus, si breviter et ad id, quod rogatus fueris, respondeas, capiare ... (12) Sed huiuscemodi 
respondisio non fit ex ea lege, quam diximus; plus enim, quam quod rogatus est, responder. (13) §!. 
propterea id quoque ad cam legem addi solet non esse captiosis interrogationibus respondendum. 

84 The respondent is meant to fall silent when confronted widr the Horn Fallacy: 'If you haven't lost 
somedring, you have it. But you haven't lost horns. Therefore you have horns.' I discuss the derails 
of this case in another paper. 

85 The meaning of i)ovxat.;etv is not technical in the passages on dre Sorites, it just means what it 
usually means: being silent. The use as a- drird -legitimate response in dialectical discourse could 
perhaps be regarded as technical. 

86 This interpretation, I believe, squares with the reading of the text giving by Ebbesen 1981: I, 31-2; 
however, Ebbesen does not note drat dre reason why Simplicius' Stoics (or Simplicius), put the 
advice dre way they do may have been drat drey wished to distinguish dreir (dre Stoic) position from 
Aristode's. 

all i.kllcs: ( ~ 
\t,.II\.G\_~;c\\"'e..cA) 
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A translation-cum-explication of the passage would then go like this: 

In the case of syllogisms based on a homonymy the logicians advise us to be 
silent <with respect to pointing out the possibility of fallaciousness> until 
the questioner transfers the <ambiguous> word to another meaning; e.g. if some
one asked whether the garment is {manly/for men}, if it happens to be for men, 
we will concede this. <And we are silent about the fact that ' {manly/for men}' 
is ambiguous, and can also mean manly.> And if he asks whether that which is 
{manly/for men} is courageous, we will concede this, too, for it is true. <Again, 
we are silent about the fact that ' {manly/for men}' is ambiguous, and can also 
mean for men.> But when he infers that the garment is therefore courageous, 
<they advise us> <to cease to be silent about the ambiguity and> to separate 
the homonymy of the word ' {manly/for men}' and show that it is said/intended 
in one way in the case of the garment, in another in the case of the one who has 
manliness. 

In this interpretation Tjcrvxal;elv is regarded as being used in an entirely 
non-technical way. It does not mean what it means in the case of the Sorites 
(and in the above cited passages in Sextus, Plutarch and Gellius), i.e. not 
answering the questioner, and thus ending the game on the object level, in 
order to climb onto a meta-level to explain the fallacy. Rather it is intended 
to mean keeping quiet with respect to the homonymy, in contrast with 
Aristotle's advice to mention ambiguities as soon as they occur. f}crvxal;ew 
is a common enough Greek word for this to be possible;87 and there are 
many cases in which the Stoics use one and the same word sometimes 
in a technical or semi-technical way, sometimes in its ordinary, common 
usage.88 

My second interpretation takes TjcrvxaseJv to mean literally 'be silent' 
and to refer to the respondent's not answering the questioner when he asks 
approval for the conclusion, and thus at that point stepping out of the 
game. 89 The contrast is not with Aristotle, but with playing the dialectical 
yes/no game, as it is exemplified in the Gellius passage quoted above. The 
strategy is the same that Gellius describes as one to be used in the case of 
fallacious questions. Thus TjcrvxaseJv is used in the same way it is used in 
the Gellius, Sextus and Plutarch passages mentioned.9° In order to make 

87 The Stoics use l')avxa~etv in a different way than for the Sorites strategy for instance also at SVF 
2.500 (Simp!. Cat). 

88 Examples are e.g. 1Tp&y>ta, i\6yos, 5uvaT6v, 5vvarr6at, CxVCxyK'I), avayKaios, apxiJ, Tei\os, 
allToTei\ijs, cpvrrts, i\eyetv, ><axerrem, >tCxXfl, 1rpa~ts, Tp61ros, 6:6pt<JTos, SeiKvu>tt. 

89 & I said above, I do not think the dialectical game continued once the respondent fell silent instead 
of answering 'yes' or 'no' to a question. 

9o If l')rruxa~etv was to be understood in this way, it is clear that the being silent was meant to happen 
at the point of the conclusion. For in the Stoic view the premisses asked are not fallacious, but true; 
cf. section 4· 
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sense of the passage, one has to read IJET6:yn instead of [JETcxy6:yn, and ews 
needs to be translated as 'while' ,91 

In this case, a translation-cum-explication of the passage would rather 
be as follows: 

In the case of syllogisms based on a homonymy the logicians advise us to be silent 
<i.e. not answer the questioner any more> while the questioner transfers the word 
onto another meaning; e.g. if someone asks whether the garment is {manly/for 
men}, if it happens to be manly, we will concede this <and thus not be silent>. 
And if he asks whether that which is {manly/for men} is courageous, we will 
concede this, too, for it is true <and again will thus not be silent>. But if he infers 
that the garment is therefore courageous, <they advise us> <to be silent, i.e. not 
answer anymore, and instead expressly> to separate the homonymy of the word 
' {manly/for men}' and show that it is said/intended in one way in the case of the 
garment, in another in the case of the one who has manliness. 

Can we decide between these two interpretations? I believe not. The first 
may be seen as having the disadvantage of requiring i)crvx6:~e1v to be used 
in a different way than in the Sorites. But then it is entirely plausible 
that the Stoics used it in that way in our particular context.92 Moreover, 
it provides a good contrast to Aristotle. So, someone who favours this 
interpretation may be more inclined to think that Simplicius presents the 
view of some later Stoics, Stoics who are acquainted with Aristotle's logic 
(like those mentioned in Simplicius' Categories who discussed Aristotle's sea
battle example).93 The second interpretation will make us more inclined 
to consider this passage as in line with early Stoic or Chrysippean logic, as 
it works in parallel with what we know about the Stoic treatment of the 
Sorites. It has the advantage of uniformity of use of i)crvx6:~elv; and it would 
confirm that the Stoics followed one method in dealing with fallacies which 
have in common that answering 'yes' or 'no' would get the respondent into 
trouble. 

What are the difficulties the respondent would get into in the case of 
the fallacy of homonymy? Well, having simply agreed to the premisses 
when they were propounded, if the answerer responded with 'yes' when 
the conclusion is asked, he would concede something clearly false and thus 
would have lost the game. On the other hand, if the respondent were to 
reply 'no' when the conclusion is asked, the questioner would probably 

9l Alternatively; for this interpretation, one might want to emend ecus to ws, to be rendered as 'when' 
or 'as soon as'. Hiilser's translation ofEcus as 'in dem Moment ... in dem' (Hiilser 1987-8: IV, 

frg. 1257) fits this emendation tows. 
9> Or, of course, it may have been Simplicius who used that particular word for describing the Stoic 

method. 
93 Simp!. Cat. 406.34-407.5· 
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point out to him that the argument is valid (see section 2 above) and that, 
having conceded the premisses, the answerer is hence forced to concede the 
conclusion.94 At this point the respondent would need to be able to say: 
'yes, the conclusion follows, if you assume that the meaning of" {manly/for 
men}" was the same in both premisses, but in fact this is not what we agreed 
upon earlier'. By responding neither 'yes' nor 'no', but being silent, and then 
separating the homonymy expressly, the respondent does not agree to an 
obvious falsehood and provides reasons that will prevent the questioner 
from scoring points by adducing the- apparent- validity of the argument 
at this point. 

As I cannot give decisive reasons for choosing one interpretation over 
the other, I leave you with both, for you to select one at your convenience. 

8 THE SCOPE OF THE STOIC METHOD FOR FALLACIES 

OF HOMONYMY 

Aristotle gives two-fold advice to the respondents as to how to proceed 
in cases of fallacies of homonymy. If they are aware of an ambiguity in a 
premiss, they are meant to lay it bare as soon as the premiss has been asked. 
However, in case the ambiguity escapes them and only occurs to them when 
the conclusion is drawn, they are meant to uncover the ambiguity then. 

The Stoic advice is not two-fold; it does not need to be. Their method 
works with all fallacies of homonymy in single words, as can be shown. 
First we can state a general requirement for fallacies of homonymy in single 
words: for such a fallacy to work, it is necessary that in each premiss there 
is only one reading of the relevant ambiguous word that makes the premiss 
true, and in at least one premiss the meaning must be different than in the 
other or others. This can be shown by elimination of all the other possible 
cases. 

If in one of the two sentences proposed as expressing a premiss both 
meanings of the word led to true propositions,95 then no fallacy would 
ensue. Take an argument with the Greek ambiguous word Kvc.vv, 1.e. 
' { dog/seadog}' in my nomenclature: 

If something is a { dog/seadog}, it is an animal. 
This is a { dog/seadog} (pointing at the German shepherd Fido). 
Therefore this is an animal (again pointing at the German shepherd 

Fido). 

94 This could again be done in the form of questions. 
95 If we imagine fallacies with more chan two premisses, we have to say 'in all but one premiss'. 
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Here the first sentence expresses a true premiss with either reading of 
{dog/ seadog}. 96 The respondent hence cannot go wrong by agreeing, even 
though it is not quite clear what he would be agreeing to, if he says just 
'yes' .97 More importantly, he would go wrong if he said 'no'. The conclusion 
of the 'argument' is true, harmless, unobjectionable; hence we should not 
assume the respondent to want to deny it. Can we imagine the respondent 
(following the Stoic method) to balk at the drawing of the conclusion and to 
say 'no, the conclusion does not follow- the premisses are unconnected'? If 
we generalise the Stoic approach slightly, then the answer is 'no'. (Of course 
there is no evidence that the Stoics considered arguments like the one under 
discussion.) All we have to do is to take as context of { dog/seadog} not 
just each premiss individually, but the two premisses together. Thus by 
agreeing to the first question, the interlocutor knows he has not made a 
mistake, whichever way he might take it. At the point when the second 
premiss is introduced, the context would almost automatically be regarded 
to be the two premisses taken together, and at that point a mental process 
of disambiguating in favour of 'dog' takes place, as this is the only read
ing that is promising for a proper (valid and sound) argument.98 Thus the 
assumption here is no longer only that obvious truth serves as guidance, but 
also that obvious connectedness of the premisses serves eqmilly as a guide. 
(We can again imagine some sort of theory of implicature at work here; 
e.g. something like: 'if you are asked questions, base your answer on the 
assumption that the argument is valid'.) If this is so, the answerer cannot 
reasonably deny the conclusion. 

What if the two possible readings are true in both sentences that purport 
to express a premiss?99 . 

If {dogs/ seadogs} are animals, then {dogs/ seadogs} are living beings. 
But { dogs/seadogs} are animals. 
Therefore {dogs/ seadogs} are living beings. 

Here we have no context that allows disambiguation, but again the sentence 
that expresses what is concluded is harmless, and there is no reason for the 
interlocutor to hold back consent at any time. 100 

96 KVc.>V has actually a third and a fourth meaning in Greek, the dogstar (if that is a separate meaning), 
and the fetlock-joint of a horse, both of which I will ignore here for reasons of simplification of the 
examples. 

97 How many questions would the Stoics think the questioner asks? To how many questions would 
they think the answerer responds? Would this depend on the intention of speaker or listener? Would 
they say this is so in the case of utterances, tokens of (what looks like) a question? What if intention 
of speaker and listener differ? A host of problems opens up here, not surprisingly. 

98 A further question suggests itself here: can one temporarily leave open which meaning is intended? 
99 Or all, if we consider fallacies with more than two premisses. 

100 All the questions of note 78 recur here and remain unanswered. 
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What, finally, if there are no readings which make all premisses true? 

If something is a { dog/seadog}, then it is a plant. 
This is a { dog/seadog} (pointing at Fido or at some seadog). 
Therefore, this is a plant (again pointing at Fido or at some seadog). 

In this case the answerer is not going to agree to the sentence purported 
to express the first premiss (no matter what reading). Hence the complex 
of sentences purported to express an 'argument', whether fallacious or not, 
does not get off the ground to start with. 

Thus the above-mentioned requirement holds: a fallacy of homonymy 
proper presupposes that in either premiss sentence there is exactly one 
reading of the ambiguous word that makes the sentence express a true 
proposition; and that these are two different readings. 101 And as this kind 
of fallacy is covered by the Stoic method or advice, it follows, that the Stoic 
method or advice that Simplicius reports works in all cases. 102 

101 The same holds mutatis mutandis for multiple premiss 'arguments'. 
102 I wish to thank Myles Burnyeat and Catherine Atherton for most helpful comments on a draft of 

the paper and the editors for their patience and generosity. 


